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It's said Edward I ordered the construction of 20 large war galleys in November 1294.

1295: The Year of the Galleys - Dr Ian Friel - Gresham College Lecture - 31 Oct 2013
https://youtu.be/rp3R46dAmj0

In November 1294, King Edward I of England issued orders to various ports and cities for 
the construction of 20 large war galleys. The vessels are known to historians as the ‘1295 
galleys’, from the year in which most of the building work took place.

The accounts for their construction are the earliest-known detailed English shipbuilding 
records, and have been studied since at least the 1920s.

1295: The Year of the Galleys - Dr Ian Friel MA, PhD, FSA
Gresham College Lecture - 31 October 2013

https://www.gresham.ac.uk/watch-now/1295-year-galleys

This surprises some naval historians because Edward I's fleet sailed for Gascony in October 1294.

1294
Edward divided his fleet into three squadrons.
Sir John de Botetourt commanded fifty-three sail at Yarmouth, Sir William de Leybourne 
commanded the Portsmouth squadron, and a good knight, named Ormonde, the western and 
Irish squadrons.

This fleet united in October, and transported an army to Castellion, in Gascony, which 
place at once surrendered.

Battles of the British Navy - Joseph Allen - 1852
https://archive.org/details/battlesofbritish01alle/page/7/mode/1up

Edward I's order for large war galleys in November 1294 surprises other naval historians because 
“the natural home of the galley was the landlocked Mediterranean”.

Large fleets were mainly composed of impressed merchantmen, and galleys are expensive 
and useless for trading purposes compared with sailing ships ; the natural home of the 
galley was the landlocked Mediterranean, and even there its utility was limited to the 
summer months, so that it was still less suitable for Northern latitudes. But the great 
difficulty was in manning them. Forced labour by captives taken in the continual warfare 
normal amongst the states on the Mediterranean littoral solved that problem for them, but 
here the cost of the free oarsman, to whom the drudgery was in any case distasteful, was 
prohibitive.

A History of the Administration of the Royal Navy and of Merchant Shipping
Michael Oppenheim - 1896

https://archive.org/details/historyofadminis00oppe/page/5/mode/1up

Converted for military use, galleasses were higher, larger and slower than regular ("light") 
galleys. They had up to 32 oars, each worked by up to five men. They usually had three 
masts, a forecastle and an aftcastle. 

Much effort was made in Venice to make these galleasses as fast as possible to compete with
regular galleys. The gun deck usually ran over the rowers' heads, but there are also pictures 
showing the opposite arrangement. Galleasses usually carried more sails than true galleys 
and were far deadlier; a galley caught broadside lay all but helpless, since coming broadside 
to a galleass, as with a ship of the line, exposed an attacker to her gunfire.

Relatively few galleasses were built—one disadvantage was that, being more reliant on 
sails, their position at the front of the galley line at the start of a battle could not be 
guaranteed.
…
Venetian Galleasses were used successfully at the Battle of Lepanto in 1571, their 
firepower helping to break the force of the first Turkish attack, and eventually helping to win
victory for the Holy League fleet.

Wikipedia - Galleass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galleass

Lepanto (1571) was the last great naval battle in which the galley played the principal part.

The “galleass” or “galliass” (Med. Lat. galeasea, Ital. galeazza, an augmented form of galea)
was a larger and heavier form of galley; it usually carried three masts and had at bow and 
stern a castellated structure. … The number of oars or sweeps varied, the larger galley 
having twenty-five on each side; the galleass as many as thirty-two, each being worked 
by several men. 

This labour was from the earliest times often performed by slaves or prisoners of war.

It became the custom among the Mediterranean powers to sentence condemned criminals to 
row in the war galleys of the state. Traces of this in France can be found as early as 1532, 
but the first legislative enactment is in the Ordonnance d’Orléans of 1561. In 1564 Charles 
IX. forbade the sentencing of prisoners to the galleys for less than ten years. 
The galley-slaves were branded with the letters Gal. 

At the end of the reign of Louis XIV. the use of the galley for war purposes had 
practically ceased, but the corps of the galleys was not incorporated with the navy till 1748

1911 Encyclopædia Britannica - Volume 11 - Galley
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/1911_Encyclop%C3%A6dia_Britannica/Galley

Louis XIV (1638-1715) … was King of France from 14 May 1643 until his death in 1715.

Wikipedia - Louis XIV
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louis_XIV

Nonetheless, despite evidence to the contrary, some naval historians concede the large war galleys 
ordered by Edward I in 1294 represent the “supreme moment of the galley” in the English Navy.

Ancient and Modern Ships - Volume 1 - Sir George Charles Vincent Holmes - 1906
https://archive.org/details/ancientandmoder00holmgoog/page/n89/mode/1up

We shall see that, down to the close of the sixteenth century, attempts were at various times 
made to form such a service, but always unsuccessfully, and the supreme moment of the 
galley service, so far as it ever existed here, was the reign of Edward I.1 

This king steadily increased the strength of the Navy. In 1294 and 1295 galleys were built 
by him at York, Southampton, Lynn, Newcastle and Ipswich, of which at least two pulled 
120 oars apiece. 

Perhaps the experiment was conclusive for, neither as regards number or size do such 
ever occur again.

Although Edward III had one or two built, most of those he employed were temporarily 
hired from the Genoese or from Aquitainean ports, and the total number bore a very small 
proportion to the sailing vessels in his fleets.

The records of the first years of Edward II show that the crown possessed at least eleven 
vessels, all sailing ships, but the circumstances of the reign were not conducive to the 
growth of a Royal Navy, although there seem to have been ten ships in 1322.
…
1 The mention of the word galley in the records is, taken by itself, often misleading. 
Frequently it meant a small, but fully rigged, sailing vessel, supplied with sweeps for 
occasional use. Sometimes it appears to have been applied to a sailing ship of particular 
build, and on one occasion the Mary Rose, a 'capital ship' of Henry VIII, is called 'the 
great galley,' showing how loosely the word was used.

A History of the Administration of the Royal Navy and of Merchant Shipping
Michael Oppenheim - 1896

https://archive.org/details/historyofadminis00oppe/page/5/mode/1up

It's arguable the 1294 order for 20 large war galleys represents a continuity disconnect caused by 
the break in the thread of British History at 1400 CE [as identified by Edwin Johnson].

Edwin Johnson realised Western History before 1400 CE is creative fiction.

Malaga Bay - 1400 Years of Fabricated Frosts
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/03/01/1400-years-of-fabricated-frosts/ 

Edwin Johnson (1842–1901) was an English historian … made the radical claim that the 
whole of the so-called Dark Ages between 700 and 1400 A. D. had never occurred, but had 
been invented by Christian writers who created imaginary characters and events.

Wikipedia - Edwin Johnson (historian)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edwin_Johnson_%28historian%29

Continuity editing is the process, in film and video creation, of combining more-or-less 
related shots, or different components cut from a single shot, into a sequence to direct the 
viewer's attention to a pre-existing consistency of story across both time and … location.

Wikipedia - Continuity Editing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuity_editing

This line of argument is supported by no galleys being listed as part of the English Navy after 1413.

The following, compiled from the accounts of Catton and Sopor, successively keepers of the
ships, is a more complete list of Henry's navy than has yet been printed :-
...
It will be noticed that there is no galley in this list ; one is referred to in the accounts, but 
had apparently ceased to exist, her fittings being used for other ships.

A History of the Administration of the Royal Navy and of Merchant Shipping
Michael Oppenheim - 1896

https://archive.org/details/historyofadminis00oppe/page/12/mode/1up

Galleys, although frequently mentioned, were at no time a chief portion of our fleets.

A History of the Administration of the Royal Navy and of Merchant Shipping
Michael Oppenheim - 1896

https://archive.org/details/historyofadminis00oppe/page/5/mode/1up

Henry V … was King of England from 1413 until his death in 1422.

Wikipedia - Henry V of England
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_V_of_England

Additional support is provided by the history of Venetian Galleys that suggests the “many oared 
men-of-war” morphed into mercantile ‘great galleys’ around 1290.

The earliest Venetian ‘great galleys’, enlarged mercantile versions of the traditional 
Mediterranean many oared men-of-war, which were introduced around 1290, required 
nearly 200 crew, predominantly rowers, for only fifty tons of cargo.

In 1314 the Venetian government ordered special galleys to be built for the voyage to 
Flanders. They were of a slightly larger size than those used exclusively in the 
Mediterranean, ‘alla misure di Romania’. 

In 1318 those which were to face the Atlantic, ‘alla misura di Fiandra’ were 40 metres 
long, 5 metres wide amidships and 2½ metres high.

In the course of the next quarter century the Venetians built their ‘great galleys’ larger and 
larger until they were threefold their original size.

In 1344 they could carry around 300 milliaria (150 tons) of cargo.

By 1400 they were being built slightly larger still, had a second mast and had become 
rather more sailing than rowing vessels, although they continued to carry a large 
complement of rowers.

Regulations of 1412 stipulated that there should be 170 properly paid oarsmen, all free 
Venetians, not convicts or slaves, among a total crew of around 250. 

Trade in Fourteenth-Century Europe - Peter Spufford
The New Cambridge Medieval History - Volume 6 - 2000 - Editor: Michael Jones 

https://archive.org/details/the-new-cambridge-medieval-history-vol.-2_202012/The%20New
%20Cambridge%20Medieval%20History%2C%20Vol.%206/page/183/mode/1up

1911 Encyclopædia Britannica - Volume 17 - Map
https://archive.org/details/encyclopaediabri17chisrich/page/641

The broken thread of History at 1400 CE explains why the mainstream goes back to the Viking Era
to find “pictorial and archaeological evidence for oared fighting vessels in northern Europe”.

The British Fleet - Charles Napier Robinson - 1894
https://archive.org/details/britishfleetgrow00robi/page/201/mode/1up

Unfortunately, the pictorial and archaeological evidence for oared fighting vessels in 
northern Europe after the Viking era is very thin. Our ideas about such galleys tend to 
be based on 12th/13th-century images of double-ended sailing ships, like the one depicted 
on the c 1199 Seal of Dunwich.

1295: The Year of the Galleys - Dr Ian Friel MA, PhD, FSA
Gresham College Lecture - 31 October 2013

https://www.gresham.ac.uk/watch-now/1295-year-galleys

7:31 Unfortunately, I haven't got any good contemporary illustrations to show you of old 
fighting ships of any sort from the 13th century. In fact, from the whole of the medieval 
period the iconography of ships in northern Europe is lacking in many good pictures of old 
vessels of any sort. The Bayeux Tapestry and the Viking Era before that you tend to find 
quite a lot but from the 12th century onwards and till the 16th it's difficult to find that many 
good illustrations or representations of old vessels.

1295: The Year of the Galleys - Dr Ian Friel - Gresham College Lecture - 31 Oct 2013
https://youtu.be/rp3R46dAmj0?t=450

The broken thread of History at 1400 CE also explains why some people don't want to talk about 
modern cost equivalents in the context of the 1295 galleys.

1295: The Year of the Galleys - Dr Ian Friel - Gresham College - 31 October 2013
https://brewminate.com/1295-the-year-of-the-galleys/

Five Ways to Compute the Relative Value of a U.K. Pound Amount, 1270 to present
Lawrence H Officer and Samuel H Williamson - MeasuringWorth - 2022

https://www.measuringworth.com/calculators/ukcompare/

17:24 In terms of cost the cheapest one was the Lyme galley ,it was also the smallest, it cost 
£75, had 54 oars. But mostly the cost was in the range of £195 to £326 pounds. The lowest 
one there was Ipswich and then the second London gallery at £326 pounds. I don't want to 
talk about modern equivalents for these because when you go to one of those helpful 
calculators that allow you to work out how much of a penny was worth in the 13th century 
and would be worth now the figures never seen big enough ...

1295: The Year of the Galleys - Dr Ian Friel - Gresham College Lecture - 31 Oct 2013
https://youtu.be/rp3R46dAmj0?t=1044

More specifically:

Perhaps
The lack of completion data for the Dunwich and Grimsby galleys indicates there were only ever 
18 large war galleys because these two shipyards were busy building sailing ships for Edward I.

1295: The Year of the Galleys - Dr Ian Friel - Gresham College - 31 October 2013
https://brewminate.com/1295-the-year-of-the-galleys/

In the reign of Edward I. [1272-1307], Dunwich 

"maintained, besides eleven ships of war, sixteen fair ships, twenty barks or vessels 
trading to the North Seas, Iceland, &c, and twenty-four small boats for the home 
fishery."
[Gardner p9]

…
In the twenty-fourth of this reign [1295/6],

"the men of Dunwich, at their own proper costs and charges, built, for the defence of
the realm, eleven ships of war, well furnished with munition ; most of them carrying
seventy-two men each ; the rest fifty, forty-five, and forty, apiece. These sailed from 
the port of Plymouth with the king's brother, Edmund, Earl of Leicester and 
Lancaster, and other true loyal subjects, for France; and remained on the coast of 
Gascony from St. Andrew's day unto the feast of Pentecost following, during which 
time they served the King without pay, and had four ships, with their artillery, &c, 
valued at £ 200, taken and destroyed by the enemy."
[Gardner, from Holinshed]

The History and Antiquities of the County of Suffolk - Alfred Inigo Suckling - 1846
https://archive.org/details/historyantiquiti02suck/page/237/mode/1up
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Perhaps
The lack of completion data for the Dunwich and Grimsby galleys indicates the galleys were 
ordered before the 24th March 1286 storm surge [or 1st January 1286 - depending upon source].

1295: The Year of the Galleys - Dr Ian Friel MA, PhD, FSA
Gresham College Lecture - 31 October 2013

https://www.gresham.ac.uk/watch-now/1295-year-galleys

In the Anglo-Saxon period, Dunwich was the capital of the Kingdom of the East Angles, but
the harbour and most of the town have since disappeared due to coastal erosion.

At its height it was an international port similar in size to 14th-century London.

Its decline began in 1286 when a storm surge hit the East Anglian coast, followed by a 
great storm in 1287 and another great storm, also in 1287, until it eventually shrank to the 
village it is today.
…
On 1 January 1286, a storm surge reached the east edge of the town and destroyed 
buildings in it. Before that, most recorded damage to Dunwich was loss of land and damage 
to the harbour. This was followed by two further surges the next year, the South England 
flood of February 1287 and St. Lucia's flood in December 1287. 
…
Most of the buildings that were present in the 13th century have disappeared, including all
eight churches, and Dunwich is now a small coastal village. 

Wikipedia - Dunwich
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dunwich

Britain's Atlantis: The Search for our Lost Capital
 Paul Vallely - The Independent - 22 January 2008

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/this-britain/britain-s-atlantis-the-search-for-our-
lost-capital-771709.html

One of the most remarkable events in the records of the county is the gradual demolition, 
through successive encroachments of the sea, of the town of Dunwich, which formerly 
existed four miles south from South wold. In the time of the East Anglian kings they had a 
palace there, and until 820, it was the see of a bishop. In the reign of Henry II., it had a 
mint, and in the following reign there were six parish churches, three chapels, several 
alms-houses and other charitable asylums, and two monasteries, the walls of one 
encompassing seven acres of land, and both having handsome churches attached to them. 
Owing to the lowness of the clay cliffs on this part of the coast, and the soil on which the 
town was built being a sandy loam, the continual breaking of the waves against the cliffs 
gradually undermined the buildings nearest to the sea. In the reign of Edward III., more 
than four hundred houses and several windmills were washed away ; but those of the 
inhabitants who had their houses further from the sea seemed to have considered themselves 
safe, and even, when half the town had, at subsequent periods, been swept away in the same 
manner, the residents in the remaining portion continued to cling to their homes.

Bygone Suffolk - John Cuming Walters - 1900
https://archive.org/details/bygonesuffolkits00waltiala/page/12/mode/1up

Malaga Bay - Finistere Catastrophes Chronology
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/07/07/finistere-catastrophes-chronology/

In February 1287 a storm hit the southern coast of England with such ferocity that whole 
areas of coastline were redrawn.  

Silting up and cliff collapses led to towns that had stood by the sea finding themselves 
landlocked, while others that had been inland found themselves with access to the sea. 

Wikipedia - South England Flood of February 1287
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_England_flood_of_February_1287

St. Lucia's flood (Sint-Luciavloed) was a storm tide that affected the Netherlands and 
Northern Germany on 13/14 December 1287 (OS), St. Lucia Day and the day after, killing 
approximately 50,000 to 80,000 people in one of the largest floods in recorded history. …

Creation of Zuiderzee
The name Zuiderzee ("Southern Sea", from the Frisian perspective) dates from after this 
event, as the water had before been a freshwater lake that was only directly connected to the 
North Sea by the former river Vlie. …

In England
Although not known by the name of St. Lucia, the same storm also had devastating effects 
on the other side of the North Sea in England. It killed hundreds of people in England, 
e.g. in the village of Hickling, Norfolk, where 180 died and the water rose a foot above the 
high altar in the Priory Church.

The storm is one of two in 1287 sometimes referred to as a "Great Storm". The other was the
South England flood of February 1287. Together with a surge in January 1286, they seem to 
have prompted the decline of one of England's then leading ports, Dunwich in Suffolk.

Wikipedia - St. Lucia's Flood
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Lucia's_flood

The numberless Groundhog Year only started to breakdown in England after the first 
Julian Year coin was minted in 1548.

Malaga Bay - Groundhog Year
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2017/12/18/groundhog-year/

Documentary Records Of Coastal Storms In Scotland, 1500-1991 A. D. Volume I
Kieran Richard Hickey - Coventry University – March 1997

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/241395056

Perhaps
The broken thread of History caused the war galleys to be misdated by [1295 - 1259 =] 36 years.

1295: The Year of the Galleys - Dr Ian Friel - Gresham College - 31 October 2013
https://brewminate.com/1295-the-year-of-the-galleys/

There was however one form of royal service which Dunwich was able and very willing to 
perform, namely shipbuilding. In 1257 the sheriff of Norfolk and Suffolk - some years there 
was one sheriff for each county, other years one sheriff for both - was ordered to go to 
Dunwich and arrange for the construction of a galley of 56 oars and a barge of 28 oars.

He was to choose four of the most lawful and discreet burgesses ´who best know how to 
undertake the work,` place them on oath to do the work well, and pay them. It is satisfying 
to be able to report that everything in this matter was done promptly, fairly and efficiently.

Two years later the ships had been built and paid for. Well, almost.

William de Swyneford, sheriff, had paid to the men of Yarmouth £146 13s. 4d. for building a
galley and a barge, with part of the gear; to the men of Dunwich £132 11s. 8d. for a galley 
and a barge, and part of the gear.

Men of Dunwich - Rowland Parker - 1979
Amazon US: https://www.amazon.com/dp/0030468019
Amazon UK https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/0030468019

Or maybe
The broken thread of History resulted in the 1295 war galleys being misinterpreted and misdated 
by [1295 - 1235 =] 60 years because they represent the 18 strong merchant galley-fleet of 1235.

Ancient and Modern Ships - Volume 1 - Sir George Charles Vincent Holmes - 1906
https://archive.org/details/ancientandmoder00holmgoog/page/n95/mode/1up

There were two galleys stationed at Dunwich, in the charge of Robert Frese and Reginald 
Cock. The whole galley-fleet in 1235 seems to have numbered eighteen (Southampton 1, 
Thames 2, Ireland 6, Bristol 2, Winchelsea 2, Romney 3), only a third of what it had been 
thirty years before.

Galleys were being phased out - only one more was built at Dunwich - and replaced by 
larger merchant ships, the carrying capacity of which was usually indicated as so many 
casks or tuns (dolia) of wine.

Eighty casks was the largest number at this date: later it increased to 120. 

These ships were built by private individuals, owned and managed by them, and hired by the
king when necessary for purposes of State.

Men of Dunwich - Rowland Parker - 1979
Amazon US: https://www.amazon.com/dp/0030468019
Amazon UK https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/0030468019

Henry III … was King of England … from 1216 until his death in 1272.

Wikipedia - Henry III of England
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_III_of_England

To Queenhithe came wines, of all imports from abroad "one of the largest and perhaps the 
largest." In 1242 Henry III bought 360,000 gallons of wine for the royal cellars, and the 
country as a whole imported over 2,500,000 gallons yearly

On arrival at Queenhithe the wine was stored in the nearby Vintry Ward, where foreign 
wine merchants lodged and had their cellars. As the wine ships passed under London 
Bridge a toll of 2d. was levied on every cask for the repair of the bridge. This trade gave us 
our word tonnage in respect of the capacity of ships; not a measure of weight, it designated 
(spelt tunnage) the number of tuns or casks of wine a ship would hold. Though wine was the
greatest in bulk, there were many other imports. A list compiled in 1315 names some forty 
items, including sugar, rice, figs and raisins, pepper and other spices, alum and dyes, wax, 
glass, furs and fine textiles, including cloth of gold.

In the fourteenth century, however, English merchants had little share in the carrying trade.

The luxury products of the East were brought in Venetian galleys which came regularly 
to Southampton, Sandwich, or London. The Hanse towns were the link between England 
and northern Europe. Their walled headquarters in London included a wharf on the Thames 
River bank, a hall, armory, houses, warehouses, and a staalhof or sample yard, in which they
displayed their wares, whence the English steelyard. They brought amber, wood, timber, 
horses, herrings, and cheese. At times they carried three fourths of the exports of British 
wool, and nearly all of the cloth.

Short History of Parliament 1295-1642 - Faith Thompson - 1953
https://archive.org/details/shorthistoryofpa00thom/page/22/mode/1up

The tun is an English unit of liquid volume (not weight), used for measuring wine, oil or 
honey. Typically a large vat or vessel, most often holding 252 wine gallons, but occasionally
other sizes (e.g. 256, 240 and 208 gallons) were also used. The modern tun is about 954 
litres. The word tun is etymologically related to the word ton for the unit of mass, the mass 
of a tun of wine being approximately one long ton, which is 2240 pounds (1016 kg). 

Wikipedia - Tun
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tun_(unit)

In Malaga Bay terms the 18 strong merchant galley-fleet of 1235 aligns with 55 AD when the 
Early Roman Ruler adjustment of 1,180 years is applied.

In Britain the Thracians [amongst others] probably arrived around 1210 when the Early 
Roman Ruler adjustment of 1,180 years to the Samian Pottery chronology.

Malaga Bay - Sardis 10: Follow The Griffin
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/10/18/sardis-10-follow-the-griffin/

This interpretation implies the rational for ordering the 1295 galleys should be filed under fiction.

One of the reasons for the construction of the galleys was the outbreak of a war between 
England and France. This conflict started in 1293 and led to the French occupation of 
English-held Gascony, but the war also coincided with the completion of a new dockyard for
the French galley-fleet at Rouen, the famous Clos de Galées.
…
In 1295 the French Mediterranean galley fleet came north and raided the Channel 
Islands, Dover, Winchelsea and Hythe.

1295: The Year of the Galleys - Dr Ian Friel MA, PhD, FSA
Gresham College Lecture - 31 October 2013

https://www.gresham.ac.uk/watch-now/1295-year-galleys

It was unfortunate for Dover that affairs in Scotland prevented the king from prosecuting the
war with France to any purpose, for in 1295 the French sailors swept the channel, and 
landing in Dover inflicted such damage that the town was unable to recover from it for a 
very considerable period. 

Aided by a certain Thomas de Turbeville, an English subject whom the French had taken 
prisoner, Philip, with a fleet of about 300 ships, anchored off Dover on August 1, and a 
force of 15,000 men having been landed, they proceeded to sack and burn the town.

The inhabitants at first took to flight, but later in the day, assisted by a military force, they 
furiously attacked the invaders, and drove them off with a loss of 5000 men ; or, if we may 
believe the Chronicle of London, with even greater loss, for it is therein stated that " they 
were sclayn every moder's son ; ther escaped none ".

De Turbeville, who fled to Wales, was captured and executed. The town seems to have 
been entirely destroyed, the only building of importance which escaped being the 
Maison Dieu.

History of The Castle, Town, and Port of Dover - Samuel Percy Hammond Statham - 1899
https://archive.org/details/historycastleto00statgoog/page/56/mode/1up

The rational for ordering fits snugly alongside the fragmentary documents discovered in dust.

The English Historical Review - April 1910  - Volume 25 - Issue 98
https://archive.org/details/sim_english-historical-review_1910-

04_25_98/page/231/mode/1up

The Model Parliament is the term, attributed to Frederic William Maitland, used for the 
1295 Parliament of England of King Edward I. 

This assembly included members of the clergy and the aristocracy, as well as representatives
from the various counties and boroughs. 

Each county returned two knights, two burgesses were elected from each borough, and each 
city provided two citizens. That composition became the model for later parliaments, hence 
the name.

A similar scheme had been used in summoning Simon de Montfort's Parliament in 1265, 
but it had been called by Simon de Montfort in the midst of the Second Barons' War against 
Henry III of England. The same scheme was remarkably adopted by a king who was 
Henry's son and heir although he had quelled Montfort's uprising.

Wikipedia - Model Parliament
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model_Parliament

Simon de Montfort … called an English parliament (1265) into being … The irregular 
and unauthorized scheme of Simon de Montfort was fully adopted; and in 1295 the king 
summoned to a parliament two knights from every shire chosen by the freeholders at the 
shire court, and two burgesses from every city, borough and leading town.[3] 
…
3. It now appears that substantially this was effected as early as 1275. The transition period 
between Simon de Montforts parliament of 1265 and the model parliament of 1295 was 
long a puzzle to historical students, since, except for two provincial councils in 1283,
no trace was found in the records, between 1265 and 1295, of the representation of
cities or boroughs, or of representation of the counties between 1275 and 1290.

But in 1910 Mr C. Hilary Jenkinson (see English Historical Review, for April) found in 
the Record Office some old documents which proved to be fragments of three writs and of
returns of members for the Easter parliament of 1275. 

They make it certain that knights of the shire were then present, and that burgesses and 
citizens were summoned (not as in 1265 through the mayors, but as since 1295 through the 
sheriffs).

The importance of the 1295 parliament thus appears to be smaller in English 
constitutional history, the full reforms appearing to have been adopted 20 years earlier. 

It is noteworthy, however, that in the writs of 1275 the instruction to the sheriff is "venire 
facias", not "eligi facias".—[H. Ch.]

1911 Encyclopædia Britannica - Volume 20 - Parliament
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/1911_Encyclop%C3%A6dia_Britannica/Parliament#cite_ref-

ref3_3-0

Sir Charles Hilary Jenkinson CBE FSA FRHistS (1882-1961) was a British archivist …

Wikipedia - Hilary Jenkinson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hilary_Jenkinson

Languages used in English Records. 

A consideration which may properly be mentioned here is the influence of the language 
employed in the English Courts on their writing.

Latin is at the beginning of our period the only one used (with the exception of an 
occasional Saxon charter) : and for certain records — strictly legal ones for instance — it 
continued so throughout the period.

English appears generally in documents of a low standard of officiality only, or in 
quotations ; and that not till the end of our period.

French, however, became very common for official documents of the less formal kinds 
(such as warrants ) from the fourteenth century onwards.

English Court Hand AD 1066 to 1500 - Charles Johnson & Sir Hilary Jenkinson - 1915
https://archive.org/details/englishcourthand01john/page/n23/mode/1up

As always:

Review the evidence and draw your own conclusions.
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